
 
 
          January 11, 2011 

Dear Client, 

 

On balance we remain fully invested and are optimistic about the equity markets.  Although both the taxable fixed income market 

and the municipal bond market have cheapened considerably since early November, we continue to think the better value and 

greater opportunity exists in other markets (i.e., equities and commodities).  In the next few weeks we may make some changes 

in the Equity Select Portfolio and will definitely increase the number of holdings (currently 11) in the Dividend Portfolio.  The 

table below displays total returns of our strategies (net of fees) and the returns of a few other representative investment classes.  

 

Total Returns for Calendar 2010 

Equity Select Strategy (net of fees) 9.6% 

 
UST 10-yr Note* 9.6% 

Mutual Fund Mix Strategy (net of fees) 14.4% 

 
Gold 28.4% 

Dividend Strategy (net of fees) 11.0% 

 
Oil 7.9% 

S&P 500 Index 15.0% 

 
Housing** -0.8% 

*Price change and interest pymt for UST 3.375% 11/15/2019  **S&P/Case-Shiller Composite Oct 2009 to Oct 2010 

  
As the table shows, in spite of the doom and gloom threatening the markets at the beginning of 2010, it was actually a fairly good 

investment year for those willing to swim against the tide of sentiment and move money from (near 0%) cash accounts into 

equities, commodities, and certain fixed income areas.  This was the “difficult” trade and it still is, given that the S&P 500 Index 

is more than 85% above its March 2009 low, but good investment opportunities still exist and the economic backdrop and 

(arguably) the political one, as well, continue to improve. 

 

Estimates for 2011 earnings for the S&P 500 companies have reached $100 with some analysts.  Applying a 15x multiple to 

those earnings produces a 1500 level on the index – 18% above today’s levels even before dividend payments.  For those 

searching for “value” there are still 94 companies with P/Es below 12 (an earnings yield over 8.3%) in the S&P 500.  

Additionally, the index contains 67 companies with dividend yields above 3.50%, even as UST 10-year notes yield only 3.30%.  

It’s interesting that in spite of all the attention and investment dollars being directed toward the emerging market economies in 

2010, the S&P 500 Index (+15.0%) handily beat both the Shanghai Composite (-12.8%) and the Brazilian Bovespa (+4.0% ). 

 

Monetary policy is still very stimulative with a 0-.25% Federal Funds Rate and the Federal Reserve at the beginning of its second 

round (in excess of $600 billion) of Quantitative Easing.  Fiscal policy continues to move in a stimulative direction with a 

continuation of the Bush tax cuts, a temporary decrease in the payroll tax deduction, a tax break for business investment, and an 

extension of unemployment benefits.  With these policies in place some analysts and investors are revising their 2011 GDP 

numbers upward.  Bloomberg Businessweek reported that Jan Hatzius, Chief Economist for Goldman Sachs, had raised his 

forecast to 3.4% from 2%, and that Mohammed El-Erian, CEO of PIMCO, had revised his cautious view from 2-2.5% to 3-5%. 

 

As has been the case for some time now, business leaders seem more confident than consumers.  That makes quite a bit of sense 

as earnings have steadily increased, corporate cash remains high, M&A activity has picked up, and the capacity utilization rate is 

above 75% (a level last seen in October 2008).  In a welcome sign of restored confidence, in mid-November GM was able to 

bring its IPO to the market, where it was well received, and currently trades more than 17% above its offer price.  With 

expectations focusing on a 12.5 million unit annual selling rate, the auto makers have come a long way in the past 18 months.  

Although the employment numbers have been lower than hoped-for, private payrolls increased each month in 2010, and 

regardless of the anemic payroll numbers, the American consumer found a way to exceed expectations for the Christmas season. 

 

We haven’t forgotten the fiscal difficulties facing many European countries and U.S. municipalities, the overhang of supply in 

the domestic housing market, or the efforts China is making to moderate growth and credit expansion, but on balance the global 

economy is continuing to expand and corporate earnings are on an upward path.  The equity markets have had a significant rally 

since late August (+20%) and, even though we remain optimistic, it would not be surprising to see some sort of correction.  That 

is exactly how we would view it – a short-term correction. 

 

Thank you for letting us help manage your portfolios and please contact us with any questions or comments you may have. 

 

   Michael A. Camp      Joseph F. Hunt 

   Principal       Principal 
 

 

Investing and trading in stocks and other securities are risky and carry an inherent element of risk, including the potential for loss of principal.  Northwest Criterion Asset 

Management, LLC cannot guarantee and you should not assume past performance of its model portfolios and investment plans are either an indication of or a guarantee for future 

results.  Northwest Criterion Asset Management, LLC cannot and does not give any assurance that the trades placed based on its investment plans will be profitable. 

 


